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A B S T R A C T   

Mainly designed to study minor atmospheric species in the Martian atmosphere, the Nadir and Occultation for 
MArs Discovery (NOMAD) instrument suite onboard the 2016 ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) can also be 
exploited for surface ice detection. In this work, we investigate the nadir observations of the NOMAD infrared 
channel from the Martian Years 34 to 36 (Mars 2018 to December 2022), especially for CO2 ice detection. Based 
on Oliva et al. (2022), we present an updated method taking advantage of the 2.7 μm absorption band for surface 
ice detection by selecting the diffraction orders 190, 169, 168 and 167. We focus the analysis on the Southern 
polar cap and define its boundaries during its sublimation phase in MY34–36. Globally, seasonal changes seem 
repeatable for MY34–36. Moreover, we show the potential of the 2.29 μm absorption band for surface CO2 ice 
identification through the diffraction order 193. We define a pseudo-band depth as a good proxy for CO2 ice 
detection. Following a semi-qualitative approach, we attempt to reproduce such spectra by using the Planetary 
Spectrum Generator (PSG) model in order to estimate CO2 ice equivalent grain size. For the selected periods, the 
estimations are in the order of centimetres, which is in agreement with previous studies using spectral obser-
vations of OMEGA, CRISM and TES instruments.   

1. Introduction 

Historically, the Martian polar caps have been observed from Earth 
for more than a century (ground based observations and documentations 
reported in Fischbacher et al., 1969; Dollfus, 1973; Iwasaki et al., 1986; 
James et al., 1987; James et al., 1990; Benson and James, 2005) and, in 
1969, NASA Mariner 6 and 7 spacecrafts directly observed the recession 
of the Southern polar cap. For the first time, the twin satellites identified 
CO2 ice as its major component (Herr and Pimental, 1969). In the late 
1970s, the Viking landers made the first efforts in measuring the pres-
sure variations on the surface of Mars during a whole Martian year (MY). 

These variations, estimated to be over 25%, were found to be directly 
linked to the atmospheric CO2 cycle (Hess et al., 1979, 1980). Indeed, 
the Martian atmosphere is strongly controlled by the seasonal changes in 
the polar cap deposits, resulting from the sublimation and condensation 
processes of CO2 (Kieffer, 1979). These CO2 exchanges between the at-
mospheric layers and the solid planet alter the atmospheric angular 
momentum (Karatekin et al., 2011) and impacts even the rotation of the 
solid planet at seasonal time scales (up to 0.4 milliseconds in Length-of- 
Day, Cazenave and Balmino, 1981; Defraigne et al., 2000; Van den Acker 
et al., 2002; Karatekin et al., 2006; Konopliv et al., 2011). Therefore, 
observing the seasonal and inter annual variabilities of CO2 ices on the 
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Martian surface is important for understanding the CO2 cycle, which 
drives the current atmospheric dynamics in close connection with water 
and dust cycles (Karatekin et al., 2005, 2011; Dehant et al., 2020). The 
variability of Martian atmospheric dynamics provides insight into the 
planet’s global atmosphere and its long-term evolution (Lange et al., 
2022). 

Several orbiter missions have deeply analysed the Martian CO2 ice in 
different spectral ranges: Mars Global Surveyor TES (Christensen et al., 
2001), Mars Odyssey THEMIS (Christensen et al., 2004), Mars Express 
OMEGA (Bibring et al., 2004a) and PFS (Formisano et al., 2005) spec-
trometers and the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter CRISM (Murchie et al., 
2007) and MARCI instruments (Bell et al., 2009). Spectrally active in the 
infrared spectral range, CO2 ice has been observed at the poles (Kieffer 
et al., 2000; Titus and Kieffer, 2002; Langevin et al., 2007; Pelkey et al., 
2007; Appéré et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2010, 2014; Schmidt et al., 
2009, 2010), and also as ice clouds in the mesosphere (at altitudes above 
50 km) at equatorial latitudes (Formisano et al., 2006; Montmessin 
et al., 2006, 2007; Clancy et al., 2007; Määttänen et al., 2010; Vincen-
don et al., 2011; Liuzzi et al., 2021). Moreover, using this spectral range 
allowed to distinguish CO2 and H2O ices as they present different IR 
spectral signatures (Bibring et al., 2005). On the other hand, forward 
models (Singh and Flanner, 2016) and radiative transfer models of IR 
reflectance spectra (Hapke, 1981; Andrieu et al., 2018) provided infor-
mation on the CO2 ice microphysical properties, such as the grain size, 
the layer thickness and the icy mixture composition (Langevin et al., 
2007; Brown et al., 2010, 2014; Appéré et al., 2011). 

Since March 2018, ExoMars-Trace Gas Orbiter NOMAD, mainly 
designed for the study of trace gases, atmospheric aerosol abundances 
and Martian climatology (Neefs et al., 2015; Vandaele et al., 2015a, 
2018; Thomas et al., 2016), has been providing IR observations of Mars 
at high spectral resolution. Oliva et al. (2022) demonstrated that the 
NOMAD nadir IR channel can also be exploited to study surface CO2 ice. 
Using a semi-qualitative approach, they studied the respectively narrow 
and strong CO2 ice absorption bands at 2.35 μm and 2.7 μm over 
MY34–35. They obtained CO2 ice seasonal-latitudinal maps in good 
agreement with the Mars Climate Database v6.1 (MCD) predictions 
(Forget et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2018) and with the OMEGA spec-
trometer observations (Schmidt et al., 2009, 2010; Appéré et al., 2011). 
They hence opened a new possibility of surface science with NOMAD. 

In direct continuation of Oliva et al. (2022), in this work, we further 
explore the NOMAD nadir data set information content by focusing the 
analysis on the Southern polar cap. Following a qualitative approach, we 
present an updated method based on the characterisation of the 2.7 μm 
ice absorption band in order to detect the presence of surface ice. We 
also analyse the seasonal and inter annual changes of the southern polar 
cap during 3 Martian Years. Nevertheless, this band is not suitable for 
the identification of CO2 ice due to the overlapping signal of water ice. 
Therefore, we use the 2.29 μm absorption band for CO2 ice detection and 
discuss the potential of this band for grain size retrieval. 

We present in Section 2 and 3 a brief description of the NOMAD 
instrument and the nadir observations used in this study. Then, we 
describe the methodology and perform the analysis of NOMAD nadir 
data for MY34–36 in Section 4. Finally, the results are discussed and 
compared to previous studies in Section 5. 

2. NOMAD instrument 

The Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) instrument 
is a suite of three high resolution spectrometers that was selected as part 
of the payload of the 2016 ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) mission. 
Led by the Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB), 
NOMAD has been observing the Martian atmosphere since March 2018 
(LS = 150◦ in MY34) through three channels, one operating in the 
ultraviolet-visible spectral range (UV-VIS) and the two others in the 
infrared (IR). A first spectrometer is devoted to solar occultation ob-
servations (SO channel). A second spectrometer is capable of performing 

nadir, limb, and solar occultation observations (LNO channel). Both 
spectrometers cover the near IR spectral range. On the other hand, a 
third spectrometer (UVIS channel) can work in the three observation 
modes covering the UV-VIS spectral range. A complete description of the 
instrument can be found in the following papers: Neefs et al. (2015), 
Vandaele et al. (2015a), Vandaele et al. (2015b), Thomas et al. (2016) 
and Patel et al. (2017). 

To study surface ice, we select the LNO channel providing nadir 
observations with a typical integration time of around 200 ms. This 
channel covers the 2.3–3.8 μm IR spectral range with a spectral reso-
lution of 0.3 cm− 1 (Liuzzi et al., 2019). From the TGO orbit, the LNO 
ground track footprint is defined as an elongated rectangle of 0.5 km by 
17.5 km, allowing to map most of the surface of the planet every 30 sols 
(Thomas et al., 2016). The NOMAD LNO spectrometer has the particu-
larity of not observing the entire spectral range at once. The data are 
acquired in 22 cm− 1 wide spectral windows. These small portions, 
(hereafter referred as spectral orders) represent specific diffraction or-
ders of the diffraction grating. Each LNO observation can select a 
maximum number of 6 diffraction orders every 15 s, in order to ensure 
the best possible signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

The selection of different orders is obtained by appropriately 
adjusting the frequency of the entrance Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter 
(AOTF) (Liuzzi et al., 2019) through an internal radio-frequency 
generator. As a result, the general shape of the LNO raw spectra is 
strongly affected by the AOTF transmission and by the spectral response 
of the grating, i.e., the Blaze function (defined by a sinc-squared func-
tion, Liuzzi et al., 2019). On the other hand, the AOTF is characterised 
by a strong peak with several side-lobes, and can be represented by a 
combination of a sinc-squared function with a Gaussian curve (Liuzzi 
et al., 2019). Considering the secondary peaks in the AOTF curve, it is 
worth noting that photons incoming from outside the selected spectral 
range can fall on the grating. An unexpected signal is hence summed 
with the expected spectral information and can become significant on 
the edges of each order (see Section 5.3.2). 

For this work, we use spectrally and radiometrically calibrated LNO 
data converted into a reflectance factor. The reflectance factor Rλ is 
defined as the LNO radiance divided by the measured Solar irradiance at 
Mars and by the cosine of the solar zenith angle (SZA). Therefore, the 
LNO reflectance factor defined at wavelength λ can be written as 

Rλ =
1

cos(SZA)
π Lλ

Φλd2
Mars

(1) 

where Lλ is the LNO measured spectral radiance (W m− 2 sr− 1 μm− 1), 
Φλ is the Solar flux at 1 AU, dMars is the Sun–Mars distance in AU, and 
finally SZA is the solar zenith angle. All details about the spectral and 
radiometric LNO calibration can be found in Liuzzi et al. (2019), Cruz 
Mermy et al. (2022) and Thomas et al. (2022). It is important to note 
that the AOTF and Blaze modulations also propagate to the reflectance 
factor conversion in the form of low-frequency oscillations in the spec-
tral continuum. For this reason, we exclude the reflectance factors at the 
outer parts of each spectral order in order to mitigate these oscillations 
(see Section 4 and 5.3.3). 

Thomas et al. (2016) identified the instrumental thermal background 
as the main source of noise, limiting the integration times in order to 
avoid the saturation of the detector. As already mentioned, the 15 s 
period of observations is divided by the number of orders (maximum of 
6). The SNR hence increases with fewer orders. Typically with LNO, two 
or three orders are measured in the same sequence of observations. The 
SNR generally takes values around 8–10. For the best scenario, i.e. when 
the SZA is around zero (when the Sun is directly overhead), the SNR is 
expected to be around 15–20. As a comparison, spectrometers dedicated 
for surface study, such as OMEGA and CRISM, present a SNR higher than 
100 (Bibring et al., 2004a; Murchie et al., 2007). 
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3. Dataset 

During an acquisition, NOMAD alternates observations according to 
orders planned several weeks in advance. The choice of orders depends 
on several factors, such as their main focus (i.e. different gas, dust, 
surface) and the limitations of the instrument (see Section 2). Moreover, 
the LNO channel has reduced instrument sensitivity at the wavelengths 
above 2.8 μm. This results in a low SNR. Therefore, not all orders are 
used with the same frequency of observation, making the available 
wavelength ranges highly dependent on such strategy. Therefore, this 
affects the spatial and temporal coverage of the orders, i.e. the avail-
ability of the observations for this study. 

As already described in Oliva et al. (2022), CO2 ice exhibits several 
features in the LNO spectral range, which are covered by different orders 
(see Fig. 1). Panel A shows a simulated CO2 ice albedo spectrum (in blue) 
using the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) tool (see Section 5.3, 
Villanueva et al., 2018), while Panel B gives its imaginary refractive 
index, describing the absorption coefficient in the LNO spectral range 
(Hansen, 2005). For comparison, both panels show H2O ice spectra in 
the LNO spectral range (in black). Due to the low SNR, the CO2 ice ab-
sorption bands above 2.8 μm in Fig. 1 are poorly covered by NOMAD in 
MY34–36. Few observations are made, leading to limited surface 
coverage over the Southern polar cap. For these reasons, these wave-
lengths are not included in this work. 

Regarding the 2.7 μm absorption band, the strongest in the LNO 
range, it is important to mention that water ice also presents spectral 
features at this wavelength (see Fig. 1B). Moreover, this band can easily 
be saturated, especially in the presence of a thick ice layer. As shown in 
Fig. 1A, orders 169 (2.612–2.632 μm), 168 (2.627–2.648 μm) and 167 
(2.643–2.664 μm) cover the short-wavelength shoulder of the strong 2.7 

μm ice absorption band. Order 169 has been already used in a spectral 
ratio with order 190 (2.323–2.341 μm) for surface ice detection (Ice 
Index; Oliva et al., 2022). Indeed, as order 190 falls into the continuum 
range, these two orders allow an estimation of the intensity of the 2.7 μm 
band. Regarding orders 168 and 167, Ruiz Lozano et al. (2022) discussed 
their potential to be used for surface ice detection, but also for more 
transient phenomena such as ice clouds thanks to a particular combi-
nation of these orders. 

On the other hand, Oliva et al. (2022) have already proven that the 
2.35 μm absorption band, widely used for the LNO observations (order 
189: 2.335–2.354 μm, see Fig. 1A), is never saturated and offers an 
interesting opportunity for the detection of CO2 ice and the retrieval of 
its microphysical properties. In addition to the analysis of surface ice in 
the polar regions, they have discovered CO2 ice signatures at low lati-
tudes. After several considerations, the CO2 ice clouds hypothesis is the 
most likely scenario. 

Compared to Oliva et al. (2022), the narrow band at 2.29 μm covered 
by order 193 (2.286–2.305 μm, see Fig. 1A) has been considerably used 
in MY35 and 36. This order turns it into a new candidate for the CO2 ice 
study, given the high number of observations made and good instrument 
sensitivity. 

Considering the different points listed above, we investigate, in this 
work, the information content of the LNO observations through orders 
169, 168, 167 (the 2.7 μm ice absorption band) combined with order 
190 (continuum part) and order 193 (the 2.29 μm CO2 ice absorption 
band). The time coverage is over MY34–36, starting at LS = 150◦ in 
MY34 (start of the science phase, March 2018) to LS = 360◦ in MY36 
(December 2022), for orders 169, 168, 167 and 190. On the other hand, 
order 193 covers only MY35–36 (March 2019 to December 2022), as 
there is no LNO observation with this order in MY34. We exclude LNO 

Fig. 1. (A) Simulated CO2 ice (solid blue line; 
equivalent grain size of 10 mm, see Section 5.3) and 
H2O ice (dashed black line, equivalent grain size of 
0.3 mm) albedo spectra using the Planetary Spectrum 
Generator (PSG) tool (see Section 5.3, Villanueva 
et al., 2018) over the LNO spectral range. The 
different orders mentioned in the text (orders 167, 
168, 169, 189, 190 and 193) are highlighted in blue, 
green and red (see figure legend). (B) Imaginary 
refractive index for CO2 ice (Hansen, 2005) and H2O 
ice (Warren and Brandt, 2008) describing the ab-
sorption coefficient over the LNO spectral range. 
Same legend as panel A. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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observations with a SZA larger than 75◦, as the signal intensity reaching 
NOMAD is strongly affected by large illumination angles. Therefore, we 
remove SNRs below ~8. 

As we focus the analysis on the Southern polar cap, it is worth noting 
that the results should not be affected by the presence of the Polar Hood 
clouds. As they are composed of water ice (Benson et al., 2010; Wolff 
et al., 2019), only the 2.7 μm band would be suitable for their detection. 
Nevertheless, their microphysical properties do not strongly influence 
the spectral absorption bands compared to the extensive, abundant and 
thick surface ice deposits that characterise the cap. Due to the low SNR 
of the instrument, the Ice Index is unable to detect them (more details in 
Oliva et al., 2022 and Ruiz Lozano et al., 2022). 

4. Methodology 

4.1. Ice detection through the 2.7 μm absorption band 

In this section, we focus the analysis on the short-wavelength 
shoulder of the 2.7 μm band. As already mentioned in Section 3, this 
band cannot be used to distinguish CO2 ice from H2O ice. Nevertheless, it 
can easily detect abundant surface ice deposits, as it has been proved 
with the Ice Index in Oliva et al. (2022) using a spectral ratio between 
orders 190 and 169. It is important to note that the number of nadir 
acquisitions using order 169 decreased significantly during MY35 and 
MY36. This hence affects the observation of the southern polar cap. In 

order to take into account the best spatial and temporal coverage to 
build a seasonal map, we adapt the Ice Index by considering also the 
ratios between orders 167 and 168 and order 190. It is worth noting that, 
in nadir mode, the main source of variability in the reflectance factors 
comes from the surface albedo variations resulting from different 
Martian surface mineralogy absorptions (Christensen et al., 2001; Viv-
iano et al., 2014; Riu et al., 2019). Therefore, normalising the LNO 
reflectance factor to a Martian albedo allows to remove spatial albedo 
variations over the whole Martian surface. For each order, we define the 
LNONorm ratio (Ruiz Lozano et al., 2022) as R/TES, where R is the LNO 
reflectance factor value taken at the centre of the selected order (see 
Section 2), and TES is the MGS-TES bolometric Martian albedo (0.3 to 
2.9 μm) (Christensen et al., 2001). Both R and TES are zonally averaged 
in each considered LS-latitude bin of the selected order. Then, we 
compute the New Ice Index (NII) as 

NII =
1
3
×

(
LNONorm190
LNONorm169

+
LNONorm190
LNONorm168

+
LNONorm190
LNONorm167

)

(2) 

We apply the NII to the LNO data and construct a latitudinal-seasonal 
map in order to analyse the seasonal ice coverage (see Fig. 2). LNO data 
are organised in terms of latitude (from 90◦N to 90◦S) and time (solar 
longitude, LS) binned 1◦ by 1◦. 

As we can see in Fig. 2, high NII values are present at the highest 
probed latitudes. They represent the sublimation and condensation 
phases of the northern polar cap (LS ~ 0◦ - 25◦ in panel B and C, and LS 

Fig. 2. Latitudinal-seasonal map of NII binned 1◦ by 1◦. Latitudes range from − 90◦ to 90◦. By definition, the highest NII values indicate the presence of surface ice. 
(A) LNO observations cover MY34, from LS = 150◦ to 360◦, with a SZA < 75◦. (B) Same for all MY35. (C) Same for all MY36. 
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~ 310◦ - 360◦ in panel A respectively) (Cull et al., 2010; Brown et al., 
2012; Hansen et al., 2013) and the sublimation phase of the southern 
polar cap (LS ~ 150◦ - 250◦ in the three panels) (Piqueux et al., 2003; 
Langevin et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2009, 2010; Brown et al., 2010, 
2014; Oliva et al., 2022), better covered with respect to the North. For 
that reason, we focus the analysis on the South only (see Section 5). It is 
interesting to notice that MY34 covers the 2018 global dust storm from 
LS ~ 180◦ to 250◦ (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019; Gillespie et al., 2020). 
As discussed in Oliva et al. (2022), high dust abundances occurring 
during a global dust storm reduce the 2.7 μm ice absorption band, 
impacting its effectiveness in the identification of the ice. Nevertheless, 
the NII is still able to detect the polar cap at the South pole during this 
period, as shown in Fig. 2A (see also Section 5.1). 

4.2. CO2 ice detection through the 2.29 μm absorption band 

In order to identify CO2 ice, this section concerns the analysis of the 
2.29 μm CO2 ice absorption band, covered by order 193 (see Fig. 3). 
Being the band centred in this order, it has the advantage of being less 
affected by instrumental response modulations, with respect to the 2.35 
μm absorption band used in Oliva et al. (2022) (see Fig. 1). 

In order to study the 2.29 μm absorption band, we rely on a band 
depth analysis. The same approach already succeeded to identify the 
diversity of the Martian surface mineralogy (Bell et al., 2000; Murchie 
et al., 2000; Bibring et al., 2004b; Gendrin et al., 2005; Langevin et al., 
2005a, 2005b; Pelkey et al., 2007). Pelkey et al. (2007) already defined a 
band depth by selecting wavelength at 2.25 μm and 2.35 μm, and cen-
tred on the 2.29 μm CO2 ice absorption band, but since NOMAD LNO 
works with small spectral ranges, we here adapt the band depth 
computation. By keeping the same formulation as Pelkey et al. (2007), 
we select other wavelengths. Therefore, the 2.29 μm band depth 
(BD2292) is defined, in this work, as 

BD2292 = 1 −
R2292
R2292* =

R2292
a × R2288 + b × R2296

(3) 

where R2292 is the LNO reflectance factor value at the centre of the 
band (2.292 μm) and R2292* is derived from the continuum fit across 
the band. R2292* is defined as a × R2288 + b × R2296, where R2288 
and R2296 are the LNO reflectance factor values at the wavelengths 
2.288 μm (left side of the band) and 2.296 μm (right side of the band) 
respectively, and finally a = 1 – b and b = λ2292 − λ2288

λ2296 − λ2288 
(see Fig. 3A). 

It is worthwhile to mention that the adapted BD2292 is defined as a 
pseudo-band depth, since R2288 is not totally outside the absorption 
band. It can be seen as a proxy for CO2 ice, which qualitatively estimates 
the CO2 ice presence and abundance. In general, as shown in Fig. 3B, 
band depth varies with the abundance of the absorbing component and 
its particle size (Clark and Roush, 1984; Langevin et al., 2007; Pelkey 
et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2010, 2014; Appéré et al., 2011). 

On the other hand, dust and water ice impurities can also affect CO2 
ice spectra and hence, the BD2292 estimation (Pelkey et al., 2007; 
Bernard-Michel et al., 2009; Andrieu et al., 2018). For that reason, we 
investigate the impurities effect in Fig. 4 by using the PSG model (see 
Section 5.3.1). Globally, the increase in the H2O ice amount tends to 
produce a decrease in the spectral albedo values, as H2O ice presents a 
broadband absorption at these wavelengths (see Fig. 1). It becomes 
significant at 2.296 μm by adding 20% of H2O ice. Nevertheless, this 
variation is not as pronounced at 2.292 μm (see Fig. 4A). On the other 
hand, dust appears brighter in the IR spectral range. Increasing its per-
centage hence raises the spectral albedo values in order 193. This time, 
we observe most of the changes at 2.292 μm, reducing the band depth 
(see Fig. 4B). Although the two aerosols have opposite effects on the CO2 
ice spectrum, by definition they affect the BD2292 estimation in the 
same way (see Eq. 3). In conclusion, both significant amounts of H2O ice 
or dust impurities will underestimate the BD2292 estimation (see 
Fig. 4C). In other words, they will conceal the CO2 ice signature. 

Fig. 3. CO2 ice albedo spectra simulated with PSG model for order 193. CO2 ice absorption band is visible at 2292 nm. Vertical dashed lines indicate the selected 
wavelengths for BD2292. (A) CO2 ice equivalent grain size of 30 mm. (B) Effect of the CO2 ice equivalent grain size on the band depth assuming a value of 0.1 mm, 1 
mm, 5 mm and 10 mm. 
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Similarly to Fig. 2 in Section 4.1, we apply the BD2292 to the LNO 
data set and construct a CO2 ice latitudinal-seasonal map in Fig. 5 
covering all MY35 and 36 (no LNO data in MY34, see Section 3). 
Although the spatial coverage is more limited than with NII (see Fig. 2), 
BD2292 is able to detect the sublimation (LS ~ 30◦ to 30◦ in the North 
and LS ~ 150◦ to 250◦ in the South) and condensation (LS ~ 300◦ to 360◦

in the North) phases of the CO2 ice polar deposits (Oliva et al., 2022). It 
is interesting to note the different range of BD2292 values between the 
Northern (starting at LS 0◦) and Southern (starting at LS ~ 150◦) subli-
mation phases. Regarding the North Pole, it is extremely rare to find 
pure CO2 ice during the recession. In fact, H2O ice mainly composes the 
surface of the northern polar cap, which obscures the seasonal CO2 ice 

layer. While CO2 ice distribution is inhomogeneous during early spring 
(Ls ~ 0◦ - 30◦), a H2O ice annulus is present at latitude 50◦N (Brown 
et al., 2012). This hence has an impact on the BD2292 estimation, as 
seen in Fig. 4C. On the other hand, the Southern polar cap is known to be 
composed of clean thick CO2 ice slabs in winter and fine-grained CO2 ice 
during the spring at its edges (Langevin et al., 2007). Therefore, strong 
CO2 ice signatures are represented by the highest BD2292 values. 
Nevertheless, we observe smaller BD2292 values around LS 200◦. During 
this period, H2O frost contamination has been observed over the sea-
sonal cap, occulting the CO2 ice signatures at latitudes above 75◦S 
(Langevin et al., 2007; Appéré et al., 2011), and hence impacting the 
BD2292 estimation (see Fig. 4C). 

Fig. 4. CO2 ice albedo spectra simulated with PSG model for order 193. CO2 ice absorption band is visible at 2292 nm. Vertical dashed lines indicate the selected 
wavelengths for BD2292. (A) Effect of the H2O ice contamination on the band depth assuming impurities of 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%. (B) Same with dust impurities. (C) 
Effect of impurities on the BD2292 estimation. 
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5. Results and discussion 

5.1. South Polar cap edges 

In this section, we qualitatively discuss the possible inter annual 
changes of the Southern polar cap for MY34–36. To do that, we estimate 
the extension of the polar cap deposits through the latitudinal-seasonal 
trend by using the NII for the best temporal coverage (see Fig. 2). 

As in Oliva et al. (2022), we define the edge of a cap at a given LS as 
the latitude where the NII values suddenly increase with respect to the 
mean value obtained for the equatorial regions (see Fig. 6). 

We apply this criterion on the map shown in Fig. 2 for the South Pole 
and compare its recession for MY34–36. The results are presented in 
Fig. 7A. The comparison with the MCD v6.1 CO2 ice column density is 
purely qualitative. Indeed, our polar cap boundaries should be consid-
ered as an indication of abundant ice, and not as an ice transitional re-
gion. We hence do not attempt to perform a quantitative retrieval of the 
ice abundance. As we can see in Fig. 7A, MY36 is the year with the 
lowest spatial coverage, which may challenge the comparison with the 
two other years. Nevertheless, before LS = 170◦, the few blue points 
seem to follow the trend of MY34 and 35. Seasonal variations in the 

three Martian Years globally show a correlation for that period. 
As already mentioned in Section 4.1, MY34 covers the 2018 global 

dust storm from LS ~ 180◦ to 250◦ (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019; Gil-
lespie et al., 2020), impacting the ice detection (see Fig. 2A). For that 
reason, we compare our boundaries definition for MY34 with the CO2 ice 
column density of the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Global 
Climate Model (LMD GCM) using the MY34 dust activity (see Fig. 7B) 
(Forget al., 1999; Madeleine et al., 2011; Millour et al., 2018; Mon-
tabone et al., 2020). We still notice a good correlation between our cap 
edges and the simulations. A gap in the detections is present between LS 
~ 190◦ and ~ 215◦, resulting from the interruption of nadir acquisitions 
using the orders 190, 169, 168 and 167 during this period. As shown in 
Fig. 7A, only MY35 and MY36 cover this period, presenting a correlation 
in the cap boundaries results. 

It is known that the global dust storm has an effect on the sublimation 
phase of the south polar cap (Piqueux et al., 2015; Calvin et al., 2017). 
Similarities have been observed between the two global dust storms 
occurring in MY25 and MY34 (Wolkenberg et al., 2020). They encircle 
the entire planet at a similar season (LS ~ 190◦), although the MY34 
storm is characterised by a shorter decay phase compared to the one in 
MY25. During this season, the southern latitudes are more exposed to 
the Sun than northern latitudes. Due to high dust opacity, the heating 
rate of the atmosphere is enhanced (Guzewich et al., 2019; Kass et al., 
2020; López Valverde et al., 2022). Wolkenberg et al. (2020) observed a 
clear trend of atmospheric temperatures with dust. On the other hand, 
atmospheric dust inhibits the solar radiation from reaching the lower 
atmospheric layers, and hence the surface (Wolkenberg et al., 2018). 
Therefore, surface temperature tends to decrease during the day. The 
more dust in the atmosphere, the more the surface is cooling during the 
day (Streeter et al., 2020). An opposite effect occurs during the night. 
Indeed, a surface and near-surface warming effect is observed due to 
increased long-wave emission and backscattering from the increased 
aerosol and resulting higher atmospheric temperatures (Martínez et al., 
2017; Guzewich et al., 2019). Higher dust opacity and higher surface 
temperatures at night have been observed in MY34 compared to MY25 
(Wolkenberg et al., 2020). Moreover, nightside warming in MY34 was 
more important and persistent over time than diurnal cooling, allowing 
to counterbalance the dayside cooling. It resulted an effect of surface 
warming in diurnally averaged surface temperature (Streeter et al., 
2020). In the southern polar region, Mars Climate Sounder observed a 
large amount of dust over the polar cap (Kleinböhl et al., 2020). The 
atmosphere and its near surface layers progressively warmed, reaching a 
temperature of 200 K from LS ~ 190◦ to ~235◦, with a peak of ~230 K at 
LS 215◦-220◦ (~130 K–150 K before the global dust storm). 

Based on the above discussion, an acceleration of the recession of the 

Fig. 5. Latitudinal-seasonal map of BD2292 binned 1◦ by 1◦. LNO observations cover all MY35 and 36 for a SZA < 75◦.  

Fig. 6. Latitudinal trend of the NII for LS = 180◦ (MY34). The vertical dashed 
black line indicates the latitude in which the NII values suddenly increase due 
to the presence of the seasonal cap. 
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cap should be observed in MY34 compared to MY35 and 36. Never-
theless, the limited temporal coverage during the global dust storm in 
MY34 (yellow points in Fig. 7A) complicates the comparison between 
the three Martian Years. Moreover, such a comparison must be carried 
out on a homogeneous spatial coverage between years. To do this, 
NOMAD has to provide more data in order to reach a significant number 
of observations of the cap. For these reasons, the current data set does 
not allow us to investigate the possible effects of dust storms on the 
Southern polar cap. 

5.2. Polar projection 

In this section, we discuss the southern sublimation phase during 
early and mid-spring for MY34–36 (data are binned 1◦ by 1◦ of longitude 
and latitude) by studying the polar projections of NII and BD2292 in 4 
periods of time, LS = 180◦-190◦, LS = 200◦-210◦, LS = 220◦-230◦ and LS 
= 240◦-250◦. Due to the specific TGO orbit, LNO observations are ac-
quired up to latitudes 75◦S. Therefore, the retreat of the cap can be 
observed until LS ~ 250◦. After that period, the polar cap no longer 

extends to these latitudes (Langevin et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2010). 
The results are presented in Fig. 8. Left panels show the NII (see Section 
4.1), middle panels the BD2292 (see Section 4.2), and the right panels 
present the latitudinal trend of the BD2292. As already mentioned (see 
Section 2), the main objective of NOMAD is the analysis of trace gases 
and, hence, the spatial coverage is not optimised for surface analysis. 
Nevertheless, thanks to the NII and BD2292, it is possible to partially 
distinguish the seasonal variations along the LNO ground tracks during 
the presublimation and the cryptic phases (Brown et al., 2010). 

Fig. 8A shows the presublimation phase. During this period, the 
seasonal cap clearly extends equatorward of 60◦S (see left panel). 
Similarly to Fig. 6, we study the latitudinal trend of the BD2292, in 
which the values suddenly increase at latitude 56◦S (see right panel). 
This indicates the presence of the seasonal cap, which is symmetrical 
and characterised by low and homogenous albedo presenting strong CO2 
ice signatures (see left and middle panels) (Langevin et al., 2007). 

The cryptic phase is observed in Fig. 8B and C. The low albedo 
cryptic region is localised between longitudes 60◦E and 150◦W (i.e. 60◦E 
and 210◦E) and below latitude 70◦S. It has been identified as a region in 

Fig. 7. Polar cap edges estimated from the latitudinal trend of the NII. (A) Comparison between our cap boundaries estimation for MY34–36 and the MCD v6.1 CO2 
ice column density predictions. (B) Comparison between our cap boundaries definition for MY34 and LMD GCM simulations using MY34 dust activity. 
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which the CO2 ice slab is contaminated by dust (Kieffer et al., 2000; 
Langevin et al., 2007). As we can see in the middle panel in Fig. 8B and C 
(see black arrow), the probed parts of the cryptic region (between lon-
gitudes 150◦E and 150◦W, i.e. 150◦E to 210◦E, and around latitude 
75◦S) present lower BD2292 values, with respect to the other parts of the 
cap, due to the possible dust contamination (see Fig. 4C). Regarding the 
NII (see left panel in Fig. 8B), we also notice lower values in the cryptic 
region, which should confirm the presence of high dust abundance 
(Oliva et al., 2022). On the other hand, the change in the NII values for 
this region is not so evident in Fig. 8C. This can be explained by the 
presence of water ice inside the cryptic region during this period (Brown 
et al., 2010), which can counterbalance the effects of dust on the NII. 
Regarding the retreat of the cap (see right panels), the seasonal cap 
extends below latitudes 60◦S, where a very high albedo characterises its 
outer regions (Kieffer et al., 2000; Langevin et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 
2009). 

The last period partially covered by NOMAD is the asymmetrical 
retreat of the seasonal cap. During this period, the seasonal cap 
completely disappears in latitudes above 75◦S between longitudes 60◦E 
and 150◦W (i.e. 60◦E to 210◦E) (Langevin et al., 2007). Both NII and 
BD2292 present a scarce surface coverage in Fig. 8D. Nevertheless, we 
can see that the seasonal cap is present in latitudes above 75◦S between 
longitudes 90◦W and 60◦E (see black arrows in middle panel). This is 
consistent with OMEGA and CRISM observations, which have identified 
these bright albedo regions defined by strong CO2 ice signatures (Lan-
gevin et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2010). 

5.3. CO2 ice thickness 

The high spectral resolution of NOMAD offers the possibility to 
retrieve some CO2 ice properties. Nevertheless, the main difficulty re-
mains in the acquisition of LNO observations through the different or-
ders, hence impacting the spectral and spatial coverages. Moreover, the 
instrumental characteristics are not fully ideal for surface spectroscopy 
(see Section 2). Therefore, in this section, we adopt a semi-qualitative 
approach to discuss the possibility to reproduce the 2.29 μm CO2 ice 
absorption band (order 193) using the Planetary Spectrum Generator 
(PSG) model (Villanueva et al., 2018). We attempt to estimate the 
“equivalent grain size” (henceforth called grain size), which is defined as 
the mean distance between two scattering interfaces within the CO2 ice 
(Langevin et al., 2007). This is defined as the “CO2 ice thickness” in the 
PSG model. 

5.3.1. PSG model 
The PSG model is an online tool dedicated to the synthesis and 

retrieval of planetary spectra (atmospheres and surfaces) for a broad 
range of wavelengths (0.5 μm to 100 mm) from any observatory (ground 
based telescope, orbiter or lander). PSG also permits to synthesise/ 
retrieve mass-spectrometry data of orbiters, landers and laboratory 
instrumentation. It combines several state-of-the-art radiative transfer 
models, spectroscopic databases and planetary databases (i.e., climato-
logical and orbital). This tool is hence suitable for the analysis of the 
NOMAD observations (Liuzzi et al., 2020). For the first time, PSG is used 
in a frame of a surface ice analysis with the LNO data in order to estimate 
the CO2 ice equivalent grain size, i.e. the CO2 ice thickness. In this work, 
we consider the Lambert (isotropic scattering) model for simulating the 
absorbed light at a surface, taking into account the LNO observing ge-
ometry. Regarding the surface composition, the model includes >20,000 
species. We use the CO2 ice optical constant from the NASA Goddard 

Space Flight Center (GSFC) (Gerakines and Hudson, 2020). The re-
trievals are performed on LNO observations acquired over regions where 
clean CO2 ice slabs are expected. For that reason, we do not include H2O 
ice optical constant in the surface composition. Nevertheless, for any 
dust impurities on the CO2 ice, we rely on the optical constant from the 
Air Force Cambridge Research Labs (AFCRL) (Harris and 
Rowan-Robinson, 1977). PSG is also able to perform multiple scattering 
from atmospheric aerosols by using the discrete ordinate method 
(Stamnes et al., 2017). Therefore, for suspended dust, we use the 
refractive indices derived with CRISM observations (Wolff et al., 2009). 
The model assumes a thermal structure of the Martian atmosphere 
coming from the MCD climatology predictions (Millour et al., 2018). 
During the retrievals, it employs the Optimal Estimation Method 
(Rodgers, 2000), which analyses each spectrum individually through a 
Gauss-Newton iterative approach. More details about the PSG model 
and the retrievals method can be found in Villanueva et al. (2018) and 
Liuzzi et al. (2020). 

5.3.2. Errors estimation 
In order to perform the retrievals with PSG, the AOTF and Blaze 

functions convolution are applied to the synthetic spectra. Indeed, as 
already mentioned in Section 2, the general shape of the LNO spectra is 
affected by the AOTF transmission (defined as the sum of a sinc squared 
and a Gaussian function) and by the Blaze function (defined as a sinc 
squared function). It is important to mention that the sinc squared AOTF 
function allows some photons from adjacent diffraction orders to reach 
the detector (Liuzzi et al., 2019). This complexity hence challenges the 
AOTF definition for the LNO channel, impacting the uncertainty on the 
LNO spectra. In addition to these instrumental errors, the SNR also de-
pends on the radiation entering the spectrometer, and so observational 
parameters such as SZA, surface albedo, etc. can affect it (see Section 2 
and 3). 

In this section, we adopt an independent manner in order to estimate 
the total uncertainties, i.e. the instrumental and observational errors, 
associated with the spectra and to analyse the source of variability. To 
do so, we select all the spectra falling in a dayside equatorial region of 
10◦ latitude by 10◦ longitude for MY35–36 (>100), for which we assume 
that no surface CO2 ice is present. As the SZA strongly impacts the SNR, 
the sample spectra are divided in 10◦ SZA intervals, ranging from SZA =
20◦ to 75◦. Moreover, we normalise each spectrum with the signal in-
tensity at the middle of the order. This is done in order to mitigate 
eventual surface albedo and aerosols variations that would mostly affect 
the radiometric signal of the considered observations. Then, we 
compute, for each SZA interval, an averaged intensity value for each 
wavelength and estimate the standard deviation. As an example, Fig. 9A 
shows the averaged spectrum (in blue) for SZA = 40◦ - 50◦ in MY35–36. 
We can see that the spectrum is modulated, especially at the edges, 
whereas normally we should obtain a normalised continuum spectrum 
around 1 (as we assume the absence of surface CO2 ice in a dayside 
equatorial region). In fact, the modulation in the spectrum is the result of 
the AOTF function. We estimate an averaged standard deviation of 20% 
for all wavelengths. As we can see in Fig. 9B, it increases from the middle 
of the order to its edges. The standard deviation ranges from 4% to 9% 
between 2288 nm and 2298 nm, while it is larger than 100% at 2305 nm 
due to a reduced blaze efficiency at this edge of the detector. This dif-
ference in uncertainty value in the order suggests that the dominant 
source of variability results from the instrumental effects (instrumental 
noise, the AOTF and Blaze functions). From this analysis, we can hence 
provide an estimation of the error associated with the spectra 

Fig. 8. (A) South polar projections of NII (left) and BD2292 (middle) for the period of LS = 180◦ - 190◦ in MY34–36 binned 1◦ by 1◦. The colour bars have been 
saturated in order to emphasise the colour dynamic. The lower values (blue tint) correspond to ice-free regions. The BD2292 profiles over the probed latitudes helps 
in the visualisation of the retreat of the cap (right). The vertical dashed black line indicates the latitude in which the BD2292 values increase suddenly due to the 
presence of CO2 ice. (B) Same for the period of LS = 200◦ - 210◦. (C) Same for the period of LS = 220◦ - 230◦. (D) Same for the period of LS = 240◦ - 250◦. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(instrumental and observations uncertainties) to the PSG model. 

5.3.3. Equivalent grain size estimation 
For this exercise, we select some spectra of the south polar regions 

with the lowest SZA and where a strong CO2 ice signature is expected 
during the presublimation (see Fig. 8A) and the cryptic phases (see 
Fig. 8B and C). 

Table 1 shows spatial and physical parameters related to some ex-
amples of observations registered during these two different periods (2 
in the presublimation phase and 3 in the cryptic phase). As already 
mentioned in Section 5.2, low and homogenous albedo characterises the 
CO2 ice seasonal cap during the presublimation phase. We observe 
surface albedo around 0.1–0.15 with a BD2292 estimation around 
0.4–0.5. Such spectra acquired over the seasonal cap can be interpreted 
as a clean CO2 ice slab with a grain size of tens of centimetres (20 cm – 
50 cm). They are observed over a large range of longitudes, except at the 
edges of the cap (Langevin et al., 2007). The PSG tool is able to model 
the selected spectrum by estimating a grain size of ~27 cm (see line 1 in 
Table 1). At the cap edge, i.e. close to the sublimating frost, we obtain 

grain sizes of ~12 cm (see line 2 in Table 1). This suggests that the grain 
size decreases with time as the ice sublimes, which has been also 
observed by TES and CRISM (Kieffer et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2010; 
Andrieu et al., 2018). 

Regarding the cryptic phase, spectra are characterised by relatively 
high albedo. We observe values of 0.4–0.5, while Langevin et al. (2007) 
reported albedo values of 0.7 using OMEGA observations. They found 
grain sizes of 5–10 cm at the outer regions. Fig. 10 presents the PSG fit 
obtained for a LNO spectrum over the outer regions of the cap. The 
model reproduces the data by estimating a grain size of ~8 cm (see line 3 
in Table 1), hence consistent with OMEGA observations (Langevin et al., 
2007). The two last observations listed in Table 1 are acquired close to 
the so-called Mountains of Michel area (around latitudes 70◦S +/− 3◦

and longitudes 35◦W +/− 5◦), defined as a bright albedo region (James 
et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1999; Kieffer et al., 2000; Langevin et al., 2007; 
Brown et al., 2010). The retrievals return grain sizes of ~15 cm and ~ 
12 cm. This range of values is quite consistent with the order of 
magnitude found by Langevin et al. (2007) (grain size at outer bright 
region ~5–10 cm) and Andrieu et al. (2018), but not with TES 

Fig. 9. (A) Averaged spectrum (in blue) of an equatorial region for SZA = 40◦ - 50◦ in MY35–36. For each wavelength, the standard deviation is computed given the 
error bars estimation in red. (B) Variation of the standard deviation values, ranging from 4% in the middle of the order to >100% at 2305 nm. (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 
Orbits, LS, latitudes, longitudes, SZA, equivalent grain size estimations with PSG, goodness of the fit and comparison with previous studies are listed for some selected 
LNO spectra during the presublimation and cryptic phases.  

Phase Orbit LS (◦) Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) SZA (◦) Grain size (cm) Reduced χ2 Literature 

Presubl. 20220310_070842 187.8 58.2 S 9.9 W 65.5 27 +/− 3.8 0.13 20 cm - 50 cm (Langevin et al., 2007) 
80 cm (Andrieu et al., 2018) 

Presubl. 20200504_083128 194.8 61.9 S 57.6 W 66.2 12 +/− 1 0.60 12 cm - 15 cm (Calvin and Martin, 1994); 
~ 10 cm (Kieffer et al., 2000) 
6 cm - 8 cm (Brown et al., 2010) 
40 cm (Andrieu et al., 2018) 

Cryptic 20200527_090659 208.6 66.2 S 95.1 E 56.8 8 +/− 0.8 0.15 5 cm - 10 cm (Langevin et al., 2007) 
2 cm - 3 cm (Brown et al., 2010) 
30 cm (Andrieu et al., 2018) 

Cryptic 20220508_203944 223.7 68.1 S 53.8 W 52.4 15 +/− 0.8 0.40 >1 cm (Kieffer et al., 2000); 
5 cm - 10 cm 
(Langevin et al., 2007) 
20 cm (Andrieu et al., 2018) 

Cryptic 20220524_021241 233.2 67.4 S 34.2 W 62.2 12 +/− 1.5 0.66 > 1 cm (Kieffer et al., 2000); 
5 cm - 10 cm 
(Langevin et al., 2007) 
10 cm (Andrieu et al., 2018)  
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observations. Indeed, Kieffer et al. (2000) suggested fine grains of a 100 
μm radius. On the other hand, under low atmospheric dust abundance 
(dust mass mixing ratio < 10− 4 kg/kg), they have observed grain sizes 
much larger than 1 cm. Therefore, we use the MCD v6.1 predictions in 
order to estimate the suspended dust content for the last observation in 
Table 1, which is the closest to the Mountains of Michel. The model 
returns a dust mass mixing ratio of 4.1 × 10− 6 kg/kg, which means that 
the order of magnitude of grain size (in centimetre) is in agreement with 
TES observations. 

Regarding Andrieu et al. (2018), they estimated the full sublimation 
phase in the Richardson crater (at longitude 180◦W and latitude 72◦S) 
outside a dark spot. They found a global decrease in the CO2 ice slab 
thickness from 40 cm at LS = 197◦ to 1 cm at LS = 250◦, taking inclusions 
and aerosols into account. Even though the global trend is in agreement 
with our study, the value can be different by a factor of 3 (see lines 1 to 3 
in Table 1). This may be due to the radiative transfer assumptions and/ 
or the difference in spatial scale and localisation between our study and 
that of Andrieu et al. (2018). 

The errors of the retrieved parameters in Table 1 have been esti-
mated by a statistical approach (bootstrapping procedure; Efron and 
Tibshirani, 1994). We use the measurement errors to create randomised 
spectra within the error bars of the nominal one. Each iteration provides 
a randomised spectrum that follows the same statistical characteristics 
as the real observations. Then, we perform the retrieval for a statistically 
significant number of times. Therefore, the distribution of the retrieved 
parameter values can be analysed to estimate the associated errors. It is 
important to mention that we do not attempt to analyse in-depth the 
2.29 μm feature. A more robust quantitative modelling would require to 
take into account several physical parameters and a complete estimation 
of the retrieved parameters errors. This is beyond the scope of this work. 
As already mentioned, we analyse the possibility to reproduce the 2.29 
μm absorption band by adopting a semi-qualitative approach in order to 
provide the order of magnitude of the grain size. As shown in Table 1, 
the PSG model is able to reproduce correctly the LNO spectra. The ob-
tained results are in good agreement with the order of magnitude of the 
grain size estimation of previous studies (Calvin and Martin, 1994; 
Kieffer et al., 2000; Langevin et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2010; Andrieu 
et al., 2018). To conclude, this section shows that the PSG model is 
suitable for a surface CO2 ice analysis through the order 193. 

6. Conclusion 

Even if devoted to trace gases in the Martian atmosphere, NOMAD 
has also proven to be a suitable spectrometer to study surface CO2 ice of 
Mars at high resolution using the LNO nadir IR channel (Oliva et al., 
2022), despite the instrumental features (see Section 2). In this work, we 
have further explored the LNO dataset information content. We have 
defined an updated method using the three diffraction orders (orders 
167, 168, 169) located on the short wavelength shoulder of the 2.7 μm 
ice absorption band in order to map surface ice by considering the best 
spatial coverage. The method is based on spectral ratio capable of 
detecting surface albedo variations related to ice (New Ice Index, see 
Section 4.1). Moreover, we have also investigated CO2 ice by defining a 
pseudo-band depth for NOMAD (BD2292, see Section 4.2) through the 
2.29 μm absorption band (order 193). We applied both spectral pa-
rameters on the LNO dataset from MY34 (LS = 150◦) to MY36 (LS =

360◦) and constructed latitudinal-seasonal maps for surface ice detec-
tion. It represents the highest spatial coverage to date of these obser-
vations. We focused specifically on the Southern polar cap to analyse the 
seasonal and potential interannual changes over MY34–36 (see Section 
5.1 and 5.2). To do that, we have estimated the polar cap edges based on 
the latitudinal trend of the spectral parameters. Our polar cap edges 
definition is consistent with the MCD v6.1 (Forget et al., 1999; Millour 
et al., 2018) and LMD GCM CO2 ice column predictions (Forget al., 
1999; Madeleine et al., 2011; Millour et al., 2018; Montabone et al., 
2020). Globally, seasonal changes seem repeatable for MY34–36 (see 
Section 5.1). Finally, we discussed the potential for using the 2.29 μm 
absorption band to retrieve information about CO2 ice grain size by 
adopting a semi-qualitative approach. We used the Planetary Spectrum 
Generator tool (Villanueva et al., 2018) on observations where a clean 
and thick CO2 ice slab is expected (see Section 5.3). The results obtained 
for the presublimation and cryptic phases are in the order of centimetres, 
which is consistent with previous studies (Calvin and Martin, 1994; 
Kieffer et al., 2000; Langevin et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2010; Andrieu 
et al., 2018) (see Section 5.3.3). 

Continuous observations enhance our understanding of the Martian 
surface ice. The results presented in this work (see Section 5) appear to 
be consistent with previous studies (e.g. using OMEGA, CRISM, TES 
data). They confirm and help in refining our current knowledge of the 
Southern polar cap, through observation of the sublimation process. 
Additionally, order 193 appears to be a good candidate for the CO2 ice 
identification, opening further perspectives for the analysis of Martian 
ice deposits. Indeed, the use of the PSG model reveals its highly sensi-
tivity to the microphysical properties of the ice. This indicates the large 
potential for more detailed exploitation of this order, e.g. for the analysis 
of small ice crystals. A dedicated radiative transfer model will allow to 
analyse in depth CO2 ice at a higher resolution. This will provide sig-
nificant insights of the microphysical properties of the ice, com-
plementing the results of previous studies (see Table 1 in Section 5.3.3). 
As it was done with order 189 in Oliva et al. (2022), another possible 
perspective with order 193 is the CO2 ice cloud detection, which can 
provide additional information on their distribution, seasonality and 
microphysical properties. 

Finally, this paper represents one of several studies dedicated to the 
exploitation of the LNO nadir dataset and opens the way for different 
follow-up papers. As a direct continuation to this work, an in-depth 
radiative transfer analysis of the 2.29 μm feature in CO2 ice is already 
planned. Regarding the cloud analysis (Oliva et al., 2022; Ruiz Lozano 
et al., 2022), further comparison with the NOMAD-UVIS channel about 
cloud detection is currently being performed. 
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